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Multicultural Education: Common Problems

Experienced by Various Cultures

As American citizens, we live in a pluralistic

society. Keeping this fact in mind, multicultural curriculum

is a necessary component of the overall school curriculum.

As educators, there is a unique opportunity and challenge to

teach and provide opportunities for our students to develop

respect themselves and others via this inclusive curriculum.

This being an information technology era, citizens

can exchange information and thoughts without distance

being an obstacle. As educators, technology can be

creatively integrated into the curriculum to facilitate

academic success through awareness as well as teach

students how to manage their own lives. In doing so,

diversity is respected, self-concepts are enhanced, and

students are empowered to advance toward actualizing their

potential.

Implementation of appropriate multicultural

education should address the culturally and the

linguistically diverse student. More commonly, these
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groups are referred to as bicultural or bilingual students.

Both groups are unique in that the student's major culture is

not the dominant culture of our society. Cultural

differences may poise a problem in that behavior exhibited

is often different from the norm and not readily understood

or respected.

Students who are bilingual in many cases

experience cultural differences in addition to a language

barrier. English as a second language poses many problems

to include, instruction presented by monolingual instructors

and learning retarded because most lessons are developed

in English.

Twenty ways to introduce multicultural curriculum

suggested by Taku Hagiwara (1991) include:

1. Gather information about your students'
cultural backgrounds.

2. Be aware of cultural conflicts.

3. Avoid underestimating student's
abilities.

4. Encourage curiosity about other cultures
(invited guest or do different songs an
dances appreciate their culture.)

5. Be aware of cultural difference in
discipline.
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6. Utilize the Internet.

7. Plan an international cookout party with
students' families.

8. Collect children's literature from
different countries.

9. Play games from other countries.

10. Put a world atlas and/or globe in your
classroom.

11. Exchange greeting words in a variety of
foreign language.

12. Respect other cultures.

13. Be able to pronounce students' names.

14. Compensate for a student's difficulty
with English.

15. Incorporate cooperative learning in your
classroom structure.

16. Invite guest speakers from foreign
countries.

17. Monitor students' activities.

18. Avoid forcing your own cultural style on
students.

19. Incorporate other countries learning
methods into your curriculum.

20. Create thematic units.

As a professional educator, there is a dire need to

realize that the more we know about the culture of all
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students, the better equipped we are to meet the academic,

social, and emotional needs of students. Consistent with the

goals of multicultural education and the overall goal of an

appropriate education, Cummings (1989) offers the

following to empower students:

> Reflect the various cultural groups in the
school district by providing signs in the
school in the various languages.

> Provide opportunities for students from
the same ethnic group to communicate
with one another in their primary
language.

> Put books written in the various
languages in classrooms and in the
School.

> Encourage students to write
contributions in their primary language
for school newspapers and magazines.

> Provide opportunities for students to
study their primary language in elective
subjects and extracurricular activities.

> Follow developmental processes in
literacy acquisition.

> Include curriculum in a meaningful
context where the communicative
purpose is clear and authentic.

> Connect the curriculum with students'
personal experiences.
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> Involve parents as active partners in the
students' instruction.

Similar and reflective of the transactional model of

educating students, the Council of the Exceptional Child

(CEC) (1994), reform suggestions include addressing the

needs of culturally and linguistically diverse exceptional

students. The Optimal Learning Environment project is

recommended by CEC to address needs of the culturally

diverse and exceptional students population. This project

helps students gain an appreciation for other cultures and

achieve success. Additionally the project changes the

learning environment from frustration to successful

experiences through implementing holistic strategies that

include creating partnerships between regular and special

educators.

The classroom is run by students, whole language is

implemented, use of home language is encouraged, and

peer learning is incorporated to promote success.

Additionally, learning strategies are taught, educators

increase learning through learning styles, and students are

taught how to think and resolve problems.
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As facilitators of learning, we are challenged to

assist students in developing their potential and achieve

goals. Incorporating multicultural education is a vital

component of the overall curriculum. Results from this

approach are improved self-concepts, higher grades, the

ability to make positive decisions and resolve problems,

and advancement toward self-actualization.
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